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ABSTRACT

In this paper we address the problem of parameter esti�
mation of magnetic resonance spectroscopy �MRS� sig�
nals� MRS signals are modeled as complex exponentials
in noise� Iterative methods based on an optimisation
procedure can be used for the parameter estimation�
We examine which functional we have to minimise and
which nonlinear least squares algorithms we have to use
in order to attain maximum e�ciency and robustness�
The in�uence of starting values and prior knowledge is
examined�

� INTRODUCTION

We address the problem of fast and accurate parameter
estimation of a sum of K exponentially damped sinu�
soids embedded in noise� The model function we use to
model the N measured data points yn is�
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where j �
p�� ak is the amplitude �k the phase dk

the damping factor and fk the frequency of the kth sinu�
soid� tn � n�t with �t the sampling interval and en is
complex white Gaussian noise� The caret on y indicates
that this quantity represents the model function rather
than the actual measurements�
In most applications biochemical prior knowledge in
terms of the model parameters is available� Incorpo�
rating this prior knowledge in the signal processing al�
gorithms leads to more accurate results� For example
amplitude ratios frequency di�erences or damping ra�
tios between peaks can be represented as linear combi�
nations between parameters in the model function�
For parameter estimation of signals modeled according
to equation ��� noninteractive methods exist that are
noniterative computationally e�cient and which can be
fully automatic� A serious drawback however is the fact
that only very limited prior knowledge can be incorpo�
rated in these algorithms� Among this class of meth�
ods are the algorithms based on Kumaresan�Tufts� lin�
ear prediction �LP� method ��� combined with Singular

Value Decomposition �SVD� � Kung�s state�space ap�
proach ��� combined with SVD �called HSVD here ����
is a more e�cient and more accurate alternative to the
LP methods as it circumvents the steps of polynomial
rooting and root selection� Rapid and more accurate
variants of the state�space algorithms have been recently
proposed ���� but the limitations as to the imposition
of prior knowledge about model function parameters are
inherent to this type of method�
On the other hand interactive methods exist that are
iterative computationally less e�cient but that do al�
low inclusion of prior knowledge� The algorithms �t the
model function to the data in a nonlinear least squares
�NLLS� sense leading to maximum likelihood parame�
ter estimates in the case of white Gaussian noise� The
functional we have to minimise is�
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Suppose the nonlinear parameters fk� dk are known for
k � �� � � � �K� Then the matrix � can be computed
and an estimate for the linear parameters l is obtained
by solving a linear LS problem� bl � �yy with �y the
pseudo�inverse of �� The original functional G becomes�

V �dk� fk� � ky ���yyk�� k � �� � � � �K ���

which is called the variable projection functional ���� In
this way the amplitudes ak and the phases �k are elim�
inated� As a result we obtain a minimisation problem
where the number of variables is reduced but where the
functional has become more complicated� Evaluation of
the functional value and the Jacobian of V is far more



complicated than in the case of G� In ��� Kaufman intro�
duces a simpli�cation which results in a more e�cient
computation of V �
The prior knowledge we impose is always a set of linear
relations between parameters and as a consequence we
obtain a minimisation problem with linear equality con�
straints which we substitute in the original functional in
order to get an unconstrained NLLS minimisation prob�
lem�
As a consequence regardless of which of the two func�
tionals ��� or ��� we use we always have to solve an
unconstrained NLLS optimization problem� To solve it
we can use dedicated routines as described in the liter�
ature ����
The program that is currently used in the biomedi�
cal world to analyze MRS signals is called VARPRO
and minimises V by a modi�ed version of Osborne�s
Levenberg�Marquardt algorithm ��� with use of Kauf�
man�s simpli�cation�
The primary goal of this paper is to improve the existing
VARPRO program in terms of e�ciency and robustness�
Therefore we determine which of the two functionals we
have to minimise and which NLLS algorithm we have to
use for the MRS application� All our results are based
on a large Monte Carlo study�

� SIMULATION PROCEDURE

For all Monte Carlo simulations we use the same ap�
proach� The simulation signal we use is derived from
a typical in�vivo ��P spectrum measured in the human
brain and consists of ��� complex data points and ��
exponentials �Figure ��� From the noiseless signal we
obtain ��� noisy realisations by adding white Gaussian
noise whose real and imaginary components have stan�
dard deviation �� � We use a low intermediate and
high noise level ��� � �� ��� ���� A method is consid�
ered to fail if the minimisation algorithm claims not to
have found the solution or if not all peaks are resolved
within speci�c intervals �Cram�er�Rao dependent� lying
symmetrically around the exact frequencies� For all our
results we veri�ed that these simple criteria guarantee
that all methods �nd the same minimum in case of a
good run� As a result root mean�squared error bias
and standard deviation of all methods as a function of
the noise level are the same and will not be shown�

� TESTING OF NEW ALGORITHMS

��� Compared algorithms

The minimisation routine used in VARPRO is a
Levenberg�Marquardt algorithm and we will refer to
it as LM from now on� In ��� a good Levenberg�
Marquardt algorithm �MINPACK� and a good secant
code for NLLS �NL�SOL� are recommended for solving
an unconstrained NLLS problem� In this study we use
the MINPACK routine lmder of netlib and dn�g the lat�
est NL�SOL version from the PORT library of netlib�
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Figure �� Typical frequency domain representation of
noiseless simulation signal�

The three NLLS algorithms are used to minimise both
functionals G in ��� and V in ���� As a result we have
six di�erent methods to compare�

��� Criteria for comparison

We compare the methods in terms of robustness and
e�ciency� To asses the robustness we look at the number
of times the method fails� To compare the e�ciency we
look at the average number of functional and Jacobian
evaluations and the average overall CPU time�

��� Signal

We impose no prior knowledge� This means that we
have to estimate � parameters for each of the �� peaks�
In the case of minimisation of G we have a problem in
�� variables compared to a problem in �� variables in
the case of minimisation of V � As all the methods are
iterative we have to provide starting values� This is
done as follows� For each noise level we arbitrarily pick
one signal out of ���� This signal is Fourier transformed
to the frequency domain and displayed� We click on the
top and the half height of each peak a procedure which
is known as peakpicking in the MRS world� The top
value provides us with a starting value of the frequency
and the value at half height is directly proportional to
the damping of that peak� Starting values for the am�
plitudes and phases are needed for minimising G� We
compute them by solving a LS problem as explained in
the introduction� The obtained starting values are then
used to process all the signals a�ected by the same noise
level�

��� Results

The results of this Monte Carlo simulation are displayed
in Table �� The currently used VARPRO program is the
LM algorithm used to minimise V � When we compare
the three di�erent algorithms for the minimisation of G



�� crite� LM NL�SOL MINPACK
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� � fail � � � � � �
jev ��� ���� ���� ��� ��� ����
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jev ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
fev ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
cpu ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Table �� Results of Monte Carlo simulation ���� runs��
LM NL�SOL and MINPACK are used to minimise G

and V � The criteria used are� � fail the percentage
of failures jev the average number of Jacobian evalua�
tions fev the average number of functional evaluations
cpu the average CPU time in seconds�

we see that they have the same number of failures� Con�
cerning e�ciency NL�SOL needs the most functional
and Jacobian evaluations but since these evaluations
are very  cheap! in this case the overall CPU time of
NL�SOL does not di�er much from the others� When
we compare the algorithms for the minimisation of V
we see that the original VARPRO code has the highest
failure rate of all� MINPACK and NL�SOL have the
same failure rate and there is no clear winner in terms
of e�ciency� When we look at the di�erence between
minimising V and G there are some interesting remarks
to make� If the required number of functional and Jaco�
bian evaluations is lower for minimisation of V than for
minimisation of G this does not necessarily mean that
the overall CPU time will also be lower� This can be
explained as follows� On the one hand the Jacobian of
V has smaller dimensions than the one of G� This is ad�
vantageous because in each iteration step the parameter
estimates are computed by solving a set of linear equa�
tions where the Jacobian enters� On the other hand
the computational complexity to compute the Jacobian
of V is larger� So there is always a trade o� between
those two factors�

� INFLUENCE OF STARTING VALUES

��� Starting values

In this section we investigate the e�ect of di�erent start�
ing values on minimising V and G� Again we compared
all six methods but the trends observed were indepen�
dent of the algorithm used and therefore we only show
the results for MINPACK� We use three di�erent sets
of starting values� The �rst set is taken for every noisy
signal from the results of a fully automatic HSVD pa�

rameter estimation on that signal� As a second set we
take the peakpick values  peakpick�! of subsection ����
Using the same procedure as in ��� we determine a third
set of starting values  peakpick�!� The  peakpick�! set
was determined more carefully than the  peakpick�! set�

��� Results
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Table �� Results of Monte Carlo simulation ���� runs��
MINPACK is used to minimise G and V  three di�erent
sets of starting values are used�

For low and intermediate noise levels we see that the
starting values provided by HSVD are better than those
provided by manual peakpicking� For the high noise
level however HSVD starts to fail and the starting
values are no longer good� Hence the combination
noninteractive�interactive methods is only useful for low
and intermediate noise levels� We see that in the case
of the  peakpick�! starting values the number of func�
tional and Jacobian evaluations needed for V is always
lower than in the case of G but the overall CPU time
is still higher for V � Only in the case of the  HSVD!
starting values for �� � �� or �� we see that the overall
CPU time is shorter for V �

� INFLUENCE OF PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

��� Prior knowledge

Until now all signals were processed using no prior
knowledge at all� In Table � all available knowledge
about the simulation signal is given� In the �rst com�
parison we impose as prior knowledge that all peaks
have a phase of ���� � prior�!�� This reduces the num�
ber of linear variables to ��� In the second we impose all
the prior knowledge of Table � � prior�!�� The number
of nonlinear parameters drops to �� and the number of
linear parameters to ��

��� Results

The results are presented in Table �� Again we only
show the results for MINPACK since the observed
trends are independent of the algorithm we used� We see
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Table �� Imposed relations between parameters of sim�
ulation signal � prior�!��

that the number of functional and Jacobian evaluations
needed for minimisation of V and G are almost equal
and the overall CPU times are also very comparable�
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Table �� Results of Monte Carlo simulation ���� runs��
MINPACK is used to minimise G and V  two di�erent
sets of prior knowledge are used�

� CONCLUSIONS

If we choose to minimise the variable projection func�
tional V  the LM algorithm implemented in VARPRO
is better replaced by either MINPACK or NL�SOL� In
general we found that minimising the general functional
G leads to more robust and e�cient algorithms� LM
MINPACK and NL�SOL perform well on the minimisa�
tion of G� If the noise level is low or moderate starting
values provided by HSVD give the best results and fully
automatic fast and accurate parameter estimation is
possible�
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